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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps
https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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newtype IO a  = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

It is just an optimized version of state monad. 

If we remove optimization annotations we will see:

data IO a = IO (Realworld -> (Realworld, a))

So basically IO a is a data structure storing a function 

that takes old real world and returns new real world 

with IO operation performed and a.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/18295211/signature-of-io-in-haskell-is-this-class-or-data

IO Monad definitions
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data State# s

State# is the primitive, unlifted type of states. 

It has one type parameter, 

thus State# RealWorld, or State# s,

where s is a type variable. 

The only purpose of the type parameter is 

to keep different state threads separate. 

It is represented by nothing at all. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.2.2/docs/html/libraries/ghc-prim-0.2.0.0/GHC-Prim.html#t:State-35-

State# s 
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The primitive type State# represents 

the state of a state transformer. 

It is parameterised on the desired type of state, 

which serves to keep states distinct threads distinct from one another. 

But the only effect of this parameterisation is in the type system: 

all values of type State# are represented in the same way. 

Indeed, they are all represented by nothing at all! 

The code generator “knows” to generate no code, 

and allocate no registers etc, for primitive states.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.2.2/docs/html/libraries/ghc-prim-0.2.0.0/GHC-Prim.html#t:State-35-

State# s parameterization
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data RealWorld

RealWorld is deeply magical. 

It is primitive, but it is not unlifted (hence ptrArg). 

We never manipulate values of type RealWorld; 

it's only used in the type system, to parameterise State#. 

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.2.2/docs/html/libraries/ghc-prim-0.2.0.0/GHC-Prim.html#t:State-35-

RealWorld
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The type GHC.RealWorld is truly opaque: 

there are no values defined of this type, 

and no operations over it. 

It is “primitive” in that sense - 

but it is not unlifted! 

Its only role in life is to be the type 

which distinguishes the IO state transformer.

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.2.2/docs/html/libraries/ghc-prim-0.2.0.0/GHC-Prim.html#t:State-35-

RealWorld – no values, no operations
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the RealWorld tokens have type State# RealWorld, 

which is yet another primitive type … of size 0. 

So let us retrace our steps and consider the same examples 

that we considered for Int# and Double#, 

but now look at the corresponding translation for State# RealWorld.

We first considered the construction of a constant:

constant_State# :: () -> State# RealWorld

constant_State# _ = realWorld#

This translates to

Sp = Sp + 4;

jump (I32[Sp + 0]) ();

https://www.well-typed.com/blog/2014/06/understanding-the-realworld/

RealWorld 
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GHC is built on a raft of primitive data types and operations; 

primitive in the sense that they cannot be defined in Haskell itself

optimised to the efficient unboxed version

the primitive data types or operations unboxed

exported by the library GHC.Prim

have names ending in #

extensive use of unboxed types and unboxed tuples

https://downloads.haskell.org/~ghc/7.0.1/docs/html/users_guide/primitives.html

GHC.Prim 
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to explicitly bring fresh type variables into scope.

Example: A polymorphic function

map :: (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]

type variables a and b : the compiler sees that they begin 

with a lowercase letter and as such allows any type to fill that role. 

those variables are universally quantified (forall)

they quantify whatever comes after them:

 ∃ x means that whatever follows is true for at least one value of x. 

 ∀ x means that what follows is true for every possible value of x

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Type Variables
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Example: Explicitly quantifying the type variables

map :: forall a b. (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]

for any combination of types a and b

choose a = Int and b = String 

then it's valid to say that map has the type 

(Int -> String) -> [Int] -> [String] 

Here we are instantiating the general type of map 

to a more specific type. 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Quantifying type variables 
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any introduction of a lowercase type parameter 

implicitly begins with a forall keyword, 

Example: Two equivalent type statements

id :: a -> a

id :: forall a . a -> a

We can apply additional constraints 

on the quantified type variables

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Existentially_quantified_types

Implicit forall
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Normally when creating a new type 

using type, newtype, data, etc., 

every type variable that appears on the right-hand side 

must also appear on the left-hand side. 

Existential types are a way of turning this off. 

Existential types can be used for several different purposes. 

But what they do is to 'hide' a type variable on the right-hand side.

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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Normally, any type variable appearing on the right must 

also appear on the left:

data Worker x y = Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

This is an error, since the type of the buffer 

isn't specified on the right (it's a type variable rather than a type) 

but also isn't specified on the left (there's no 'b' in the left part). 

In Haskell98, you would have to write 

data Worker b x y = Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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However, suppose that a Worker can use any type 'b' 

so long as it belongs to some particular class. 

Then every function that uses a Worker will have a type like

foo :: (Buffer b) => Worker b Int Int

In particular, failing to write an explicit type signature will 

invoke the dreaded monomorphism restriction.

Using existential types, we can avoid this: 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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data Worker x y = forall b. Buffer b => 

Worker {buffer :: b, input :: x, output :: y}

foo :: Worker Int Int

The type of the buffer now does not appear in the Worker type at all. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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This has a number of consequences. 

● it is now impossible for a function 

to demand a Worker having a specific type of buffer. 

● the type of foo can now be derived automatically 

without needing an explicit type signature. 

(No monomorphism restriction.) 

● since code now has no idea 

what type the buffer function returns, 

you are more limited in what you can do to it. 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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In general, when you use a 'hidden' type in this way, 

you will usually want that type to belong to a specific class, 

or you will want to pass some functions along 

that can work on that type. 

Otherwise you'll have some value belonging 

to a random unknown type, 

and you won't be able to do anything to it!

Note: You can use existential types to convert a more specific type 

into a less specific one. (See the examples below.) 

There is no way to perform the reverse conversion! 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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This illustrates creating a heterogeneous list, 

all of whose members implement "Show", 

and progressing through that list to show these items:

data Obj = forall a. (Show a) => Obj a

xs :: [Obj]

xs = [Obj 1, Obj "foo", Obj 'c']

doShow :: [Obj] -> String

doShow [] = ""

doShow ((Obj x):xs) = show x ++ doShow xs

With output: doShow xs ==> "1\"foo\"'c'" 

https://wiki.haskell.org/Existential_type

Existential Types
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IORef : STRefs in IO

STRefs in the IO monad. 

Do not have the same safety guarantees 

as STRefs about locality.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5545517/difference-between-state-st-ioref-and-mvar

IORef
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 It's just a newtype wrapper around a specialized STRef RealWorld, 

and the only thing it adds over STRef are some atomic operations. 

In non-concurrent code, there's no good reason 

not to use STRef s values in an ST s monad, 

since they're more flexible -- 

you can run them in pure code with runST or, 

if needed, in the IO monad with stToIO.

In concurrent code, there are more powerful abstractions, 

like MVar and STM that are much easier to work with than IORefs.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/52467957/ioref-in-haskell

IORef
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The ST monad is the restricted version of the IO monad.

allows arbitrary mutable state, implemented 

as actual mutable memory on the machine. 

The API is made safe in side-effect-free programs, 

as the rank-2 type parameter prevents values 

that depend on mutable state from escaping local scope.

thus allows for controlled mutability in otherwise pure programs.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5545517/difference-between-state-st-ioref-and-mvar

ST Monad and STRef (1)
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Commonly used for mutable arrays and 

other data structures that are mutated, then frozen. 

It is also very efficient, since the mutable state is "hardware accelerated".

   Control.Monad.ST

    runST -- start a new memory-effect computation.

    STRefs: pointers to (local) mutable cells.

    ST-based arrays (such as vector) are also common.

consider as the less dangerous sibling of the IO monad. 

IO, where you can only read and write to memory.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5545517/difference-between-state-st-ioref-and-mvar

ST Monad and STRef (2)
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The State Monad : a model of mutable state

The State monad is a purely functional environment 

for programs with state, with a simple API:

    get

    put

Documentation in the mtl package.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5545517/difference-between-state-st-ioref-and-mvar

State Monad (1)
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The State monad is commonly used 

when needing state in a single thread of control. 

It doesn't actually use mutable state in its implementation. 

Instead, the program is parameterized by the state value 

(i.e. the state is an additional parameter to all computations). 

The state only appears to be mutated in a single thread 

(and cannot be shared between threads).

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5545517/difference-between-state-st-ioref-and-mvar

State Monad (2)
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IORef and STRef each provide the same functionality, 

but for different monads. 

Use IORef if you need a managed ref in IO, and 

STRef if you need one in ST s.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/20439316/when-to-use-stref-or-ioref

IORef vs STRef 
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import Control.Monad.ST

import Data.IORef

import Data.STRef

exampleSTRef :: ST s Int

exampleSTRef = do

  counter <- newSTRef 0

  modifySTRef counter (+ 1)

  readSTRef counter

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/20439316/when-to-use-stref-or-ioref

IORef vs STRef 

exampleIORef :: IO Int

exampleIORef = do

  counter <- newIORef 0

  modifyIORef counter (+ 1)

  putStrLn "im in ur IO monad so i can do I/O"

  readIORef counter
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Conceptually, the difference is in the API. 

State can be thought of as an ST with a single, implicit reference cell. 

Alternately, ST can be thought of as a State 

which manipulates a store of values.

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

State and ST
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    newtype State s a = State 

        { unState :: forall r. ReaderT (STRef r s) (ST r) a }

    

    runState :: State s a -> s -> (a,s)

    runState m s0 = runST (do

        r <- newSTRef s0

        a <- runReaderT (unState m) r

        s <- readSTRef r

        return (a,s))

    

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

State in terms of ST (1)
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    instance Monad (State s) where

        return a = State (return a)

        m >>= f  = State (unState m >>= unState . f)

    

    instance MonadState s (State s) where

        get   = State (ask >>= lift . readSTRef)

        put x = State (ask >>= \s -> lift (writeSTRef s x))

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

State in terms of ST (2)
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Assume we have a Store ADT with this interface:

    data Store r

    data STRef r a

    withStore :: (forall r. Store r -> a) -> a

    newRef    :: a -> Store r -> (STRef r a, Store r)

    readRef   :: STRef r a -> Store r -> a

    writeRef  :: STRef r a -> a -> Store r -> Store r

    

(The 'r' parameter is to make sure that references are only used with

the Store that created them. The signature of withStore effectively

gives every Store a unique value for r.)

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

ST in terms of State (1)
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    newtype ST r a = ST { unST :: State (Store r) a } deriving Monad

    

    runST :: (forall r. ST r a) -> a

    runST m = withStore (evalState (unST m))

    

    newSTRef :: a -> ST r (STRef r a)

    newSTRef a = ST $ do 

        s <- get

        let (r,s') = newRef a s

        put s'

        return r

    

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

ST in terms of State (2)
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    readSTRef :: STRef r a -> ST r a

    readSTRef r = ST $ gets (readRef r)

    

    writeSTRef :: STRef r a -> a -> ST r ()

    writeSTRef r a = ST $ modify (writeRef r a)

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

ST in terms of State (3)
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There are two subtleties. 

The first is that you can't implement Store

without cheating at some level (e.g., unsafeCoerce). 

The second is that

 the real ST implementation uses in-place update, which is only safe 

because the Store is implicit and used single-threadedly.

https://mail.haskell.org/pipermail/haskell/2007-May/019540.html

Subtleties 
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